[Assessment of disability and quality of life in patients with cognitive disorders].
To identify disability, handicap and quality of life questionnaires available for patients with cognitive impairment. We systematically reviewed the literature in Medline using the keywords assessment, evaluation, deficiency, disability, disadvantage, handicap, quality of life, scale, index, questionnaire, ICIDH-1, and ICIDH-2, combined with the cognitive deficits dysexecutive syndrome, memory deficits, attention deficits, neglect, apraxia, aphasia, agnosia and mood disorders. We focused on validated scales and distinguished scales dedicated to assess disability, handicap and quality of life. At the level of disability, global and specific scales are available. Specific scales exist for dysexecutive syndrome, memory deficits, attention deficits, unilateral neglect, aphasia and mood disorders. French adaptations of foreign language tests and original tests developed in French have been validated in these areas. No specific tool is available for isolated apraxia or agnosia. Generic scales and pathology-specific scales (for stroke, traumatic brain injury, and multiple sclerosis) are available for quality of life. For aphasia, specific tools are available for incapacity handicap and quality of life. Previous results show the impact of the ICIDH-1 framework on functional outcome assessment of cognitive impairments. This approach is often limited by the lack of theoretical background and by the difficulty to assess the involvement of environment and anosognosia.